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FREE MARTINGALE POLYNOMIALS
MICHAEL ANSHELEVICH
ABSTRACT. In this paper we investigate the properties of the free Sheffer systems, which are certain
families of martingale polynomials with respect to the free Le´vy processes. First, we classify such
families that consist of orthogonal polynomials; these are the free analogs of the Meixner systems.
Next, we show that the fluctuations around free convolution semigroups have as principal directions
the polynomials whose derivatives are martingale polynomials. Finally, we indicate how Rota’s finite
operator calculus can be modified for the free context.
1. INTRODUCTION
Hermite polynomials Hn(x, t) = (−1)ntnex2/2t∂nxe−x2/2t are related to the Gaussian convolu-
tion semigroup µt(dx) = 1√2pite
−x2/2tdx in two ways. First, for every fixed t, the polynomials
{Hn(x, t)}∞n=0 are the monic orthogonal polynomials with respect to µt. Second, they are martin-
gale polynomials for the corresponding Le´vy process, namely the Brownian motion. This means
that if {B(t)} is a Brownian motion, for each n the process Hn(B(t), t) is a martingale with respect
to the standard filtration of {B(t)}. This easily follows from the fact that the exponential generating
function of these polynomials
∑∞
n=0
1
n!
Hn(x, t)z
n is precisely exz−tz2/2, the exponential martingale
for the Brownian motion. This result goes back at least to [McK69].
Polynomials whose exponential generating function has a general form of this type f(z)teu(z)x
are called Sheffer systems. These systems, especially a particular sub-class of them called the
Appell systems, have been investigated in depth (see, for example, [Lai74] and their references,
as well as the references of our Section 5). If in addition the polynomials are orthogonal, they
are called Meixner systems. There is a complete classification of these systems due to Meixner,
described in detail in [Sch00, Chapter 4]. See also [FS93, Chapter 5] for the description of the same
objects from a somewhat different point of view. Up to various re-scalings, Meixner systems form a
one-parameter family consisting of the Meixner / Laguerre / Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials, with
the Hermite and Charlier polynomials obtained as limiting cases.
The first part of this paper is concerned with the investigation of the corresponding objects in
free probability. This is a non-commutative probability theory, in which the usual independence
is replaced by a different notion of free independence, and the usual convolution is replaced by
the notion of (additive) free convolution. Over the last twenty years, this theory has exhibited
depth which may someday rival that of the classical probability theory. It also exhibits surprising
analogy with the usual probability theory; the structure underlying this analogy still remains largely
a mystery. The results of this paper provide further examples of this analogy. Namely, we define
the free Sheffer systems to be the systems of polynomials which are martingales for processes with
freely independent increments; see the precise definitions in the next section. Then the free Meixner
systems are the free Sheffer systems consisting of orthogonal polynomials. It was known that the
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Chebyshev polynomials of the 2nd kind are martingale polynomials for the free Brownian motion
[Bia97], and it follows from the results of [Ans00] that the corresponding statement holds for the
free Charlier polynomials and the free Poisson process. We show here that up to re-scaling, the free
Meixner systems also form a one-parameter family, with the aforementioned free analogs of the
Hermite and the Charlier systems arising as limits. The free Meixner polynomials are much simpler
than the classical ones: their recursion relations have almost constant coefficients. Nevertheless, the
analogy with the classical case is exact. This is especially surprising since the free Meixner systems
do not correspond to the classical ones in the canonical bijection between the classical and the free
infinitely divisible distributions; see Section 3.1.
The second part of this paper was motivated by the article [CD99]. There, using free stochastic
calculus, Cabanal-Duvillard re-proved the result of Johannson [Joh98] that the principal directions
for the fluctuations around the semicircular limit for large Gaussian random matrices are given by
the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind; he also re-proved the corresponding result for the
Wishart matrices, and extended both results to pairs of random matrices. The method of proof
involves precisely the kind of martingale and orthogonality properties we are considering here.
Instead of the random matrix context, in this paper we consider a semigroup of operators of con-
volution with a family of freely infinitely divisible distributions. These operators are non-linear,
and we consider their differentials. We show that the principal directions for these differentials are
given by polynomials whose derivatives are martingale polynomials.
In the third part of the paper, we begin the investigation of the free Sheffer systems using the
finite operator calculus machinery of Rota. The original finite operator calculus describes precisely
the classical Sheffer systems. Multiple generalizations of that calculus have been considered; in
particular, free binomial sequences fit into one of such generalizations. Interestingly, however, the
free Sheffer sequences can also be considered in the context of a different kind of finite operator
calculus, which apparently has not been investigated before.
Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Franz Lehner, Jim Pitman, Thierry Cabanal-Duvillard,
and Dan Voiculescu for useful conversations.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Formal power series. Let C[x] be the algebra of complex polynomials in an indeterminate x.
We will frequently abuse notation by denoting, for example, by xn the function x 7→ xn. Denote by
C1(R+) the space of complex-valued differentiable functions, and by C1(R+)[x] the space of poly-
nomials in x with coefficients that are differentiable functions of t ∈ R+. We will consider formal
power series H(t, z) =
∑∞
k=0 ak(t)z
−k in z−1 and formal Laurent series H(t, z) =
∑∞
k=−n ak(t)z
k
in z. More generally, we will consider formal power series H(x, t, z) =
∑∞
k=0 Pn(x, t)z
n in
z, where Pn(x, t) is a polynomial in x of degree n with t-dependent coefficients. For a formal
power series H(z), 1
H(z)
will always denote its inverse under multiplication; this is well-defined
iff H(0) 6= 0. H−1(z) will always denote its inverse under composition; this is well-defined iff
H(0) = 0, H ′(0) 6= 0. Denote by P0,1 the space of all formal power series u in z with coefficients
in C such that u(0) = 0, u′(0) = 1.
For a linear functional ν on C[x], denote 〈ν, p〉 the value of ν on p ∈ C[x]. Denote mn(ν) =
〈ν, xn〉, the n-th moment of ν. Clearly the functional ν can be identified with its moment se-
quence {mn(ν)}∞n=0. Denote by M the space of all linear functionals on C[x], by M1 the subset
{ν ∈M| 〈ν, 1〉 = 1} of unital functionals, and byM0 = {ν ∈M| 〈ν, 1〉 = 0} the orthogonal com-
plement to the constants.
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2.2. Difference quotient. Define the canonical derivation ∂ : C[x]→ C[x]⊗ C[x] by the require-
ment that ∂(1) = 0, ∂(x) = 1⊗1. If we identify C[x]⊗C[x] with C[x, y], then ∂f(x, y) = f(x)−f(y)
x−y ,
the difference quotient. Moreover, define the maps ∂k : C[x] → C[x]⊗(k+1) by ∂k = k(1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
1⊗ ∂)∂k−1. More explicitly, on monomials their action is
∂kxn = k!
∑
i(0),i(1),... ,i(k)≥0
i(0)+i(1)+...+i(k)=n−k
xi(0) ⊗ xi(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ xi(k).
Note that if m is the multiplication map C[x]⊗ C[x]→ C[x], then m ◦ ∂ = ∂x.
For a formal power series H(x, t, z), by ∂t, ∂x, ∂, or ν applied to it we mean the formal power
series in z obtained by the term-wise application of these operations. In particular, for z ∈ C\R,
x ∈ R, denote by Rz the resolvent function x 7→ 1z−x =
∑∞
n=0 x
nz−(n+1). It has the property that
∂Rz = Rz⊗Rz, and more generally ∂kRz = k!R⊗(k+1)z .
2.3. Free convolution machinery. For the background in free probability, the reader should con-
sult the main references [VDN92, Voi00b]; whenever we don’t give specific references one of these
can be used. See also [Spe97] for a survey of the combinatorial approach to free probability.
Let ν ∈ M. Define the Cauchy transform of ν to be the formal power series in 1/z, Gν(z) =
〈ν,Rz〉 =
∑∞
n=0mn(ν)z
−(n+1)
. If ν ∈ M1, m0(ν) = 1. Therefore for such ν, the Cauchy
transform series has an inverse under composition of the form Kν(z) = 1z +
∑∞
n=1 rn(ν)z
n
, where
{rn(ν)} are the free cumulants of ν. Finally, denote Rν(z) = Kν(z) − 1z the R-transform of ν,
which is a power series in z. The main property of the R-transform is that Rµ⊞ν = Rµ + Rν ,
where ⊞ is the operation of additive free convolution, which in this paper will be called simply free
convolution. This is a certain commutative, associative, non-linear binary operation on probability
measures, which can be extended to an operation on M1. The above property of the R-transform
can be taken as the definition of⊞. See the references for its relation to free independence, and also
to the lattice of noncrossing partitions.
Let µ be a probability measure all of whose moments are finite. Then to it naturally corresponds
an element of M1, although this correspondence is neither injective nor surjective. In particular,
the above notions apply to it. In fact, in this case Gµ(z) =
∫
R
1
z−xdµ(x) is an analytic function on
C\R, and Kµ, Rµ are analytic functions on a Stolz angle in C+. In this case µ can be recovered
from its Cauchy transform Gµ by taking a weak limit:
µ(dx) = −1
pi
lim
ε→0+
ℑGµ(x+ iε)dx.(1)
From now on we assume that µ is an freely infinitely divisible distribution. This means that
there exists a free convolution semigroup {µt}t∈[0,∞) of probability measures, characterized by the
properties that µ0 = δ0, µt ⊞ µs = µt+s, µ1 = µ, Rµt = tRµ. Throughout the paper Gµt , Kµt , Rµt
will be denoted by, respectively, Gt, Kt, Rt. Denote Fs,t = Ks ◦ Gt. It satisfies Fs,t(0) = 0,
F ′s,t(0) = 1. Let ν ∈ M1, νt = ν ⊞ µt, and G(t, z) = Gνt(z). Then these formal power series
satisfy a quasi-linear differential equation
∂tG(t, z) +Rµ(G(t, z))∂zG(t, z) = 0.(2)
Throughout the paper, it should be clear from the context (whether the objects treated are mea-
sures or functionals) whether we are considering analytic functions or only formal power series.
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2.4. Noncommutative stochastic processes. Let (A,E) be a noncommutative probability space.
That is, A is a finite von Neumann algebra, E is a faithful normal tracial state on A, and A˜ is
the algebra of unbounded operators affiliated to A. Let {X(t)}t∈[0,∞) be a free Le´vy process on
A with distribution {µt}. That is, for all t, X(t) is a self-adjoint operator in A˜, X(0) = 0, the
distribution of X(t) with respect to E is µt, and for any 0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tn, the fam-
ily
{
Xt1 , Xt2 −Xt1 , . . . , Xtn −Xtn−1
}
is a freely independent family. Let {At} be the natural
filtration of A induced by the process {X(t)}, and let Et : A → At be the trace-preserving con-
ditional expectations. They are characterized by the property that for X ∈ A, Y ∈ At,E[XY ] =
E[Et[X ]Y ].
It was proven in [Bia98] that the process {X(t)} is a Markov process with respect to the natural
filtration {At}. More specifically, for any bounded Borel function f ,
Es[f(X(t))] = (Ks,t(f))(X(s)).
Here {Ks,t}0≤s≤t is a family of Feller integral operators, characterized by the property that
Ks,t(Rz) = RFs,t(z)
for any z ∈ C\R. Since under our assumptions, Fs,t has a formal power series expansion, it follows
that the operators Ks,t can be extended to operators on C[x].
2.5. Martingale polynomials. Let a function p(x, t), R × R+ → C be, for each t, bounded and
measurable in x. We will call it a martingale function for {µt} if for all s < t,Ks,t(p(·, t)) = p(·, s).
Then using the above characterization, p is a martingale function if and only if the process t 7→
p(X(t), t) is a martingale, i.e. an {At}-measurable process such that for s < t, Es[p(X(t), t)] =
p(X(s), s). In particular, for any z ∈ C\R, the function 1
z(Kt(z)−x) is a martingale function. These
are the analogs of the exponential martingales for the usual Le´vy processes. More generally, let Ω
be a domain in C\R, and u, v be functions on it such that 0 6∈ u(Ω), ∀t ∈ R+, Kt(v(Ω)) ⊂ C\R.
Then for z ∈ Ω, the process
t 7→ 1
u(z)(Kt(v(z))−X(t))(3)
is also a martingale. If p(x, t) is a polynomial in x such that for all s < t, Ks,t(p(·, t)) = p(·, s), we
call it a martingale polynomial for the semigroup {µt}.
Since all of the moments of µ, and hence of all µt, are finite, the function Kt has a power series
expansion
Kt(z) =
1
z
+ t
∞∑
n=1
rnz
n−1,
where {rn} are the free cumulants of µ. Suppose the functions u and v have formal power series ex-
pansions so that u, v ∈ P0,1. Then we can define the polynomials {Qn(x, t)}∞n=0 by their generating
function
1
u(z)(Kt(v(z))− x) = H(x, t, z) =
∞∑
n=0
Qn(x, t)z
n.
Note that Qn(x, t) has degree n as a polynomial in x, and its highest coefficient is equal to 1,
independently of t. Moreover, it is also a polynomial of degree n in t. Since there is an open set
Ω such that for z ∈ Ω, H(x, t, z) is well-defined and so its power series expansion converges, it
follows from (3) that for all n, the process t 7→ Qn(X(t), t) is also a martingale. We will call any
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such family of martingale polynomials a generalized free Sheffer system for {µt}. If u = v, we will
call it a free Sheffer system. Finally, if u(z) = v(z) = z, we will call it a standard Sheffer system
for {µt}; the term free Appell system would also be appropriate.
Lemma 1. Any martingale polynomial for {µt} is a linear combination of the elements of the
standard Sheffer system for it.
Proof. Any martingale polynomial has a constant highest term coefficient (since Es[X(t)n] =
Es[(X(s) + (X(t) − X(s)))n] = X(s)n+ lower order terms). So any martingale polynomial
of degree n is a linear combination of the element of the standard Sheffer system of degree n and a
martingale polynomial of degree at most (n− 1). The result follows by induction.
2.6. Orthogonal polynomials. Since µ has moments of all orders, we can define {Pn(x, t)}∞n=0 to
be the family of monic polynomials orthogonal with respect to {µt} (by which we mean that for
each t ∈ R+, {Pn(·, t)} are orthogonal with respect to µt). They will satisfy P0(x, t) = 1 and a
3-term recursion relation
Pn+1(x, t) = (x− αn+1(t))Pn(x, t)− βn(t)Pn−1(x, t)
for n ≥ 0, with the convention thatP−1 = 0, and all βn(t) ≥ 0. We will denote γn = 〈µt, P 2n(·, t)〉 =∏n
j=1 βj .
In general the polynomials {Pn(x, t)} will not be martingale polynomials.
Definition 2. A family of polynomials {Pn(x, t)} orthogonal with respect to a free convolution
semigroup {µt} that is also a generalized free Sheffer system for that semigroup is a free Meixner
system.
2.7. Semicircular distributions. The semicircular distribution with mean α and variance β is
σα,β(dx) =
1
2piβ
√
4β − (x− α)21[α−2√β,α+2√β](x)dx.
Denote σt = σ0,t. Then {σt} is a free convolution semigroup. See the main references and also the
beginning of Section 4 for its importance. Also, the arcsine distribution with mean α and variance
2β is
σ′α,β(dx) =
1
pi
1√
4β − (x− α)21[α−2
√
β,α+2
√
β](x)dx.
The monic Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind {Un(x, t)} are the orthogonal polynomials
with respect to {σt}; they are defined by Un(x, t) = tn/2Un(x/
√
t), Un(2 cos θ) =
sin(n+1)θ
sin θ
. The
Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind are the orthogonal polynomials with respect to
{
σ′0,t
}
;
they are defined by Tn(x, t) = tn/2Tn(x/
√
t), Tn(2 cos θ) = cosnθ. Both families satisfy the
recursion relations Pn+1(x) = xPn(x) − Pn−1(x), with initial conditions U0(x) = 1, U1(x) = x,
T0(x) = 1, T1(x) =
1
2
x. They are related by ∂xTn(x, t) = n2Un−1(x, t).
3. FREE MEIXNER SYSTEMS
Lemma 3. Let ν be a probability measure all of whose moments are finite. Let {Pn}∞n=0 be thefamily of monic polynomials orthogonal with respect to ν, satisfying
Pn+1(x) = (x− αn+1)Pn(x)− βnPn−1(x)
for n ≥ 0, with all βn ≥ 0.
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a. The generating function H(x, z) = ∑∞n=0 Pn(x)zn has the form
H(x, z) =
1
u(z)(f(z)− x)
for u, uf having formal power series expansions with u ∈ P0,1, (uf)(0) = 1 if and only if for
some α, α′, β, β ′ with β, β − β ′ ≥ 0, αn = α− δn1α′, βn = β − δn1β ′.
b. In this case f = Kν ◦ u.
c. Let
Qn(x) = Un(x− α, β).
Then under the conditions of (a),
P0(x) = Q0(x),
P1(x) = Q1(x) + α
′Q0(x),(4)
Pn(x) = Qn(x) + α
′Qn−1(x) + β
′Qn−2(x)
for n > 1.
Note that the polynomials {Qn} above are orthogonal with respect to the semicircular distribution
σα,β of mean α and variance β.
Proof. First suppose that H is of the above form. The polynomials {Pn} form a basis of C[x], so
we may define the lowering operator A on C[x] by APn = Pn−1 for n ≥ 0, and extend linearly.
Then
A(H)(x, z) =
∞∑
n=0
(APn)(x)z
n =
∞∑
n=0
Pn−1(x)z
n = zH(x, z).
On the other hand,
xH(x, z) = f(z)H(x, z)− 1
u(z)
.
Therefore A(xH)(x, z) = zf(z)H(x, z) = zxH(x, z) + z
u(z)
. The second term has a formal power
series expansion, z
u(z)
=
∑∞
n=0 cnz
n
. Thus finally, A(xPn)(x) = xPn−1(x) + cn. Now apply the
operator A to the recursion relation. We obtain
Pn(x) = (x− αn+1)Pn−1(x)− βnPn−2(x) + cn
for n ≥ 1. Subtracting from it the recursion relation for n− 1, we obtain
(αn − αn+1)Pn−1(x) + (βn−1 − βn)Pn−2(x) + cn = 0
for n ≥ 1. The polynomials {Pn} are linearly independent for different n. We conclude that
α1−α2+ c1 = 0, αn−αn+1 = 0 for n > 1, β1− β2+ c2 = 0, βn−1− βn = 0 for n > 2. Therefore
the recursion relations in fact have the form
P0(x) = 1,
P1(x) = x− (α− α′),
P2(x) = (x− α)P1(x)− (β − β ′)P0(x),
Pn+1(x) = (x− α)Pn(x)− βPn−1(x)
for n ≥ 2, for some α, α′, β, β ′ with β ≥ 0, β − β ′ ≥ 0.
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Conversely, for polynomials with such recursion relations,
H(x, z) =
1 + α′z + β ′z2
1 + αz + βz2 − xz =
1
u(z)(f(z)− x) ,
with
u(z) =
z
1 + α′z + β ′z2
and
f(z) =
1
z
+ α+ βz.
Since 〈ν, Pn(·)P0(·)〉 = δn0,
1 = 〈ν,H(·, z)〉 = 1
u(z)
〈
ν,Rf(z)
〉
=
1
u(z)
Gν(f(z)),
and so u(z) = Gν(f(z)), f = Kν ◦ u.
The expression for the polynomials {Pn} in terms of the polynomials {Qn} follows from the fact
that the latter satisfy the recursion relations
Qn+1(x) = (x− α)Qn(x)− βQn−1(x)
for n ≥ 0.
Remark 4. Orthogonal polynomials with constant recursion coefficients have been described in
[CT84]. The argument with the lowering operator above is similar to the original one of Meixner as
described in [Sch00]; see also Section 5. Finally, for the free Poisson case (see below) the descrip-
tion of the orthogonal polynomials in terms of the shifted Chebyshev polynomials has appeared in
[HT99].
In the following theorem, the cases are labeled by the names of the distributions and the orthog-
onal polynomials for the corresponding classical Meixner systems.
Theorem 5. Up to affine transformations of x and re-scaling t by a positive factor, the following
are all the non-trivial free Meixner systems. We list the recursion relations for the polynomials, the
corresponding free convolution semigroup, its R-transform, the function u such that
∞∑
n=0
Pn(x, t)z
n = H(x, t, z) =
1
u(z)(Kt(u(z))− x) =
1
1 + tu(z)Rµ(u(z))− u(z)x,
and the expression in terms of shifted Chebyshev polynomials of the 2nd kind.
Semicircular / Chebyshev: This case corresponds to the classical Gaussian / Hermite case.
Pn+1(x, t) = xPn(x, t)− tPn−1(x, t)
for n ≥ 0.
Pn(x, t) = Un(x, t),
µt(dx) = σt(dx),
u(z) = z, Rµ(z) = z.
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Poisson / Charlier: P1(x, t) = x− t,
Pn+1(x, t) = (x− (t + 1))Pn(x, t)− tPn−1(t)
for n ≥ 1.
Pn(x, t) = Qn(x, t) +Qn−1(x, t)
for n ≥ 1, where Qn(x, t) = Un(x− (t+ 1), t).
µt(dx) =
t
x
σ1+t,t(dx) + max(1− t, 0)δ0,
u(z) =
z
1 + z
, Rµ(z) =
1
1− z .
In the remaining three cases, for a parameter a ≥ 0,
P1(x, t) = x− at,
P2(x, t) = (x− a(t + 2))P1(x, t)− tP0(x, t),
Pn+1(x, t) = (x− a(t + 2))Pn(x, t)− (t + 1)Pn−1(t)
for n ≥ 2; thus α(t) = a(t + 2), β(t) = t + 1.
P1(x, t) = Q1(x, t) + 2aQ0(x, t),
Pn(x, t) = Qn(x, t) + 2aQn−1(x, t) +Qn−2(x, t)
for n ≥ 2, where Qn(x, t) = U(x − α(t), β(t)). Also,
u(z) =
z
1 + 2az + z2
and
Rµ(z) =
z−1 −
√
(2a− z−1)2 − 4
2
.
The free convolution semigroups are as follows.
Continuous binomial / Meixner-Pollaczek: 0 ≤ a < 1.
µt(dx) =
tβ(t)
x2 + t2(1− a2)σα(t),β(t)(dx).
Gamma / Laguerre: a = 1.
µt(dx) =
t(1 + t)
x2
σ2+t,1+t(dx).
Negative binomial / Meixner: a > 1.
µt(dx) =
tβ(t)
x2 − t2(a2 − 1)σα(t),β(t)(dx) + max
(
1− ta−
√
a2 − 1
2
√
a2 − 1 , 0
)
δt
√
a2−1(x).
Note that we make no claim that these families exhaust the situations when the orthogonal poly-
nomials with respect to a free convolution semigroup {µt} are also martingale functions for it: we
restrict the analysis to the generating functions of a specific form. However, see Lemma 11.
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Proof. Let {Pn(x, t)} be a free Meixner system, and let {µt} be the corresponding free convolution
semigroup. By Lemma 3, αn(t) = α(t)− δn1α′(t), βn(t) = β(t)− δn1β ′(t), and
H(x, t, z) =
1
u(t, z)(f(t, z)− x) ,
for
u(t, z) =
z
1 + α′(t)z + β ′(t)z2
and
f(t, z) =
1
z
+ α(t) + β(t)z.
For a free Meixner system, u does not depend on t, and
f(t, z) = Kt(u(z)) =
1
u(z)
+ tR(u(z)).
In particular, {Pn(x, t)} is in fact a free Sheffer system, rather than a generalized one. We also
conclude that α′(t) = α′, β ′(t) = β ′, α(t) = a1t + a2, β(t) = b1t + b2, with b1, b2 ≥ 0. Moreover,
since the measures {µt} form a free convolution semigroup, the expectation and the variance of
µt are proportional to t. For the measure µt, its expectation is equal to α(t) − α′ and its variance
is equal to β(t) − β ′. Therefore α′ = a2, β ′ = b2. The case b1 = 0 is a degenerate case of zero
variance, so assume b1 > 0, and in fact re-normalize t so that b1 = Var(µ1) = 1. We conclude that
u(z) =
z
1 + a2z + b2z2
,
and
Rµ
(
z
1 + a2z + b2z2
)
= a1 + b1z.(5)
Let
w =
z
1 + a2z + b2z2
,
i.e.
b2z
2 + (a2 − w−1)z + 1 = 0.(6)
First suppose b2 = 0. Then
z =
1
w−1 − a2 =
w
1− a2w,
and so
Rµ(w) = a1 +
w
1− a2w.
By adding a constant to x we may assume that a1 = a2. For a2 = 0 we obtain the semicircular
distribution. For a2 6= 0, we may re-scale x so that a1 = a2 = 1. We obtain the free Poisson
distribution. See the more complicated cases below for the method.
From now on, assume b2 6= 0. By re-scaling x and t we may assume that b2 = b1 = 1. By adding
a constant to x we may assume that a2 = 2a1, and denote a1 by a. Possibly by replacing Pn(x, t)
by (−1)nPn(−x, t) we may assume that a ≥ 0. Thus the recursion relation takes the form
Pn+1(x, t) = (x− a(t+ 2))Pn(x, t)− (t+ 1)Pn−1(x, t)
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for n ≥ 2, with α(t) = a(t+ 2), β(t) = t+ 1.
From equations (5) and (6),
Rµ(w) = a+
−(2a− w−1)−√(2a− w−1)2 − 4
2
=
w−1 −√(2a− w−1)2 − 4
2
,
Kt(w) =
(2 + t)w−1 − t√(2a− w−1)2 − 4
2
,
so
Gt(z) =
(2 + t)z − t2a− t√(z − α(t))2 − 4β(t)
2(z2 − t2(a2 − 1)) .(7)
Using equation (1), the formulas for µt follow from equation (7). Note that in the negative binomial
case, there is at most one atom, and there are no atoms in the gamma case a = 1.
The expressions for the orthogonal polynomials in terms of the Chebyshev polynomials of the
2nd kind follow immediately from Lemma 3.
Remark 6. More generally, we could consider the situation when the family of polynomials {Pn}
is a generalized free Sheffer system for the free convolution semigroup {µt} but is orthogonal with
respect to some other family of measures {νt} which do not form a free convolution semigroup. In
this case we can conclude that α(t) = a1t + a2, β(t) = b1t+ b2,
v(z) =
z
1 + a2z + b2z2
,
u(z) =
z
1 + α′z + β ′z2
,
Rµ
(
z
1 + a2z + b2z2
)
= a1 + b1z,
and
Kνt(u(z)) = Kt(v(z)) = f(t, z) =
1
z
+ α(t) + β(t)z.
Therefore the measures {µt} form one of the families in Theorem 5, and the measures {νt} are mea-
sures of the same type, but possibly with different parameters and scaling. In particular, whenever
such a family {νt} exists, the orthogonal polynomials with respect to the family {µt} themselves
form a free Meixner system. We do not calculate the measures {νt} explicitly, except for one case:
α′ = β ′ = 0, u(z) = z. In this case νt is the semicircular distribution with mean α(t) and variance
β(t), and the orthogonal polynomials are
Qn(x, t) = Un(x− α(t), β(t)).
Since the relations (4) (with a2 in place of α′, b2 in place of β ′) are invertible, we have already
observed that these are martingale polynomials for {µt}.
3.1. Relation to classical orthogonal polynomials. There is a bijective correspondence between
the classical and the free infinitely divisible measures investigated in detail in [BP99]; see [Ans01b]
for a simple description of it in the case of measures all of whose moments are finite. This bijection
naturally transforms limit theorems for independent random variables into limit theorems for freely
independent random variables. In particular, it maps the normal distribution to the semicircular
distribution, and the Poisson distribution to the free Poisson distribution (hence the name). We now
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show that, surprisingly, except for these two cases, the correspondence provided by Theorem 5, that
maps a classical Meixner system to the free Meixner system with the same parameter a, is different
from this bijection.
For measures with finite variance, the Bercovici-Pata bijection Λ takes the following form. Let
ν be an infinitely divisible measure with mean λ and canonical measure τ . That is, denoting by Fν
the Fourier transform of ν, (logFν)′(0) = λ and (logFν)′′(θ) = Fτ (θ). Then Λ(ν) is the freely
infinitely divisible measure with mean λ and free canonical measure τ . That is, RΛ(ν)(z−1) =
λ+Gτ (z).
For a free Meixner system with parameter a, Rµ(0) = a. Thus
Rµ(w
−1) = a +
w − 2a−√(2a− w)2 − 4
2
.
Therefore the free canonical measure of the free convolution semigroup corresponding to the pa-
rameter a is the semicircular distribution with mean 2a and variance 1.
On the other hand, for a = 1 the classical polynomials are the Laguerre polynomials. They
are orthogonal with respect to the standard gamma distribution, which has the Fourier transform
(1 − iθ)−1. But (log(1 − iθ)−1)′′ = (1 − iθ)−2. Therefore its canonical measure is the gamma
distribution with parameter 2 (in both cases the scaling parameter of the gamma distribution is
taken to be 1). Thus, Λ does not map the classical Meixner system with parameter 1 to a free
Meixner system.
Remark 7 (q-interpolation). A possible explanation for the correspondence in Theorem 5 is pro-
vided by the following interpolating family of polynomials. For n ≥ 0 and q ∈ [−1,∞), denote by
[n]q =
∑n−1
i=0 q
i the q-integer, with the convention that [0]q = 0. Define the q-Hermite polynomials
by the recursion relation
Pn+1(x, t) = xPn(x, t)− t[n]qPn−1(x, t),
the q-Charlier polynomials by
Pn+1(x, t) = (x− (t+ [n]q))Pn(x, t)− t[n]qPn−1(x, t),
and the q-Meixner family with parameter a by
Pn+1(x, t) = (x− a(t+ 2[n]q))Pn(x, t)− [n]q(t + [n− 1]q)Pn−1(x, t),
all for n ≥ 0. Then we obtain the classical families for q = 1, and the free families for q = 0.
See [SY00, Ans01b], Proposition 21, Lemma 24, and the discussion following it for further results
about these families.
Remark 8 (IID-Sheffer systems). If the parameter t is discrete rather than continuous, there are
many more families of martingale polynomials. A standard example are the Krawtchouk poly-
nomials Pn(x,N). Given a parameter p ∈ [0, 1], these are orthogonal with respect to the corre-
sponding binomial distribution, which is a convolution of N copies of the Bernoulli distribution
(1 − p)δ0 + pδ1. In free probability, the corresponding measure is the distribution of the sum of N
freely independent projections. This distribution is easy to find, and in [AY99] the corresponding
orthogonal polynomials, the free Krawtchouk polynomials, have been calculated; see also [SY00].
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For the sum of N freely independent projections of trace p, the corresponding orthogonal polyno-
mials satisfy the recursion relations
P1(x,N) = x−Np,
P2(x,N) = (x− (Np + (1− 2p))P1(x,N)−Np(1 − p)P0(x,N),
Pn+1(x,N) = (x− (Np + (1− 2p))Pn(x,N)− (N − 1)p(1− p)Pn−1(x,N)
for n ≥ 2. Thus, α(N) = a1N + a2, β(N) = b1N + b2, with a1 = p, a2 = 1 − 2p, b1 = p(1 − p),
b2 = −p(1 − p). Note that b2 < 0, so these recursion relations are not of the standard free Meixner
form. The corresponding generating function is
H(x,N, z) =
1 + (1− 2p)z − p(1− p)z2
(1 + (1− 2p)z − p(1− p)z2) +N(pz + p(1− p)z2)− zx
=
1
1 +Nu(z)R(u(z))− u(z)x,
with
u(z) =
z
1 + (1− 2p)z − p(1− p)z2
and
R(z) =
1− z−1 −√((1− 2p)− z−1)2 + 4p(1− p)
2
= R(1−p)δ0+pδ1(z).
This implies that the free Krawtchouk polynomials are martingale polynomials for the free binomial
process. That is, let {pi}∞i=1 is a family of freely independent projections of trace p, and let X(N) =∑N
i=1 pi, for N ≥ 1. Then for the corresponding free Krawtchouk polynomials {Pn(x,N)} and
N0 < N , the conditional expectation of Pn(X(N), N) onto the von Neumann algebra generated by
{X(k)}N0k=1 is Pn(X(N0), N0).
4. FLUCTUATIONS
Notation 9. A family {Pn}∞n=0 of polynomials such that the degree of Pn is n form a basis in C[x].
Denote by {P ∗n} the dual basis of M, determined by 〈P ∗n , Pk〉 = δnk. If the polynomials {Pn}
are orthogonal with respect to a probability measure ν that is uniquely determined by its moments,
they are an orthogonal basis for L2(R, ν), and so {P ∗n} is a basis for the dual space of measures
L2(R, ν)′. In this case we can identify explicitly that P ∗n(dx) = 1γnPn(x)ν(dx), where γn = 〈ν, P 2n〉.
Let τ be a probability measure with mean 0 and variance 1. Denote by Sc the scaling operator,
Sc(τ)(Ω) = τ(c
−1Ω). Then the free central limit theorem states that τ⊞n ◦ S1/√n → σ1 weakly. If
we call C the operator τ 7→ (τ ⊞ τ) ◦ S1/√2, then σ1 is a fixed point of C, and the theorem says
that it is an attracting fixed point, Cnτ → σ1. In [Ans99], we investigated the fluctuations around
this limit, and showed that the derivative Dσ1C of C at σ1 has eigenfunctions T ∗n with eigenvalues
21−n/2, where {Tn} are the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. Here by the derivativeDτC(ν)
we will mean the Gaˆteaux derivative
lim
ε→0
1
ε
(C(τ + εν)− C(τ))
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when the limit exists in the appropriate topology. In a remark in [CD99], Cabanal-Duvillard re-
interpreted this result as follows:
σt ⊞ (σs + εT
∗
n(s)) = σt+s + εT
∗
n(t+ s) + o(ε).
Given this,
((σ1 + εT
∗
n)⊞ (σ1 + εT
∗
n)) ◦ S1/√2 = σ2 ◦ S1/√2 + 2εT ∗n(2) ◦ S1/√2 + o(ε)
= σ1 + 2ε2
−n/2T ∗n ◦ S√2 ◦ S1/√2
= σ1 + ε2
1−n/2T ∗n ,
so the previous result follows.
In this section we extend this analysis to all free convolution semigroups (Corollary 14) and, in a
more precise sense, to all free Meixner systems (Corollary 16).
Notation 10. Let µ ∈ M1. Denote by Cµ the operator of free convolution with µ on M1, Cµ :
ν 7→ µ ⊞ ν. For {µt} a free convolution semigroup, denote Cµt simply by Ct. Note that unlike in
the classical case, Cµ is a non-linear operator.
M is a topological vector space with the weak∗ topology induced on it as a dual space of C[x].
Note that if a sequence {τn} of elements of M correspond to measures, and if the limit of this
sequence corresponds to a unique measure, then the corresponding sequence of measures converges
weakly.
The tangent space to M1 at any point is naturally identified with M0. So for µ, τ ∈ M1,
ν ∈ M0, we can define the Gaˆteaux derivative DτCµ(ν) = limε→0 1ε (Cµ(τ + εν) − Cµ(τ)) when
the limit exists in the above topology on M0. This limit always exists; we delay the proof of this
fact until Lemma 19.
Lemma 11. Let {µt} be a free convolution semigroup, and ν ∈ M1. Denote νt = ν ⊞ µt. Let
{Dt,ν}t∈R+ be the family of operators on C1(R+)[x] given by
Dt,ν f =
∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!rn
〈
I⊗ν⊗(n−1)t , (∂x ⊗ I⊗(n−1))∂n−1f
〉
+ ∂tf.(8)
a. For any f ∈ C1(R+)[x], ∂t 〈νt, f〉 = 〈νt,Dt,ν f〉.
b. For a martingale polynomial f ∈ C1(R+)[x] and ν = δ0, Dt,δ0 f = 0.
Proof. It suffices to prove the first part for a monomial f(x, t) = a(t)xn. Denoting mn(t) =
〈νt, xn〉,
∂t 〈νt, f〉 = a′(t)mn(t) + a(t)m′n(t) = 〈νt, ∂tf〉+ a(t)∂t 〈νt, xn〉 .
Therefore it suffices to prove the statement for all the monomials xn. Let
Rz(x) =
∞∑
n=0
xnz−(n+1)
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be their formal generating function. Then G(t, z) = 〈νt,Rz〉 =
∑∞
n=0mn(t)z
−(n+1)
. On the other
hand,
Dt,ν Rz =
∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!rn
〈
I⊗ν⊗(n−1)t , (∂x ⊗ I⊗(n−1))∂n−1Rz
〉
+ ∂tRz
=
∞∑
n=1
rn
〈
I⊗ν⊗(n−1)t , (∂x ⊗ I⊗(n−1))R⊗nz
〉
=
∞∑
n=1
rnG(t, z)
n−1R2z = −Rµ(G(t, z))∂zRz .
(9)
So for Rz, the desired equation takes the form
∂tG(t, z) = −Rµ(G(t, z))∂zG(t, z),
which is equation (2).
Now we consider the second part. By Lemma 1, it suffices to show the second property for the
polynomials in the standard Sheffer system, or indeed for their generating function H(x, t, z) =
1
z(Kt(z)−x) . But
Dt,δ0 H(x, t, z) =
∞∑
n=1
rn
1
z(Kt(z)− x)2Gt(Kt(z))
n−1 − Rµ(z)
z(Kt(z)− x)2 = 0.
Remark 12. Suppose that in the preceding lemma, ν is in fact a probability measure. Then there is
a free Le´vy process {Xt} and an operator Y0 freely independent from it, so that the distribution of
Yt = Y0 +Xt is νt. Then
(10) (Dt,νf)(Y (t), t) = lim
h→0
1
h
(Et[f(Y (t+ h), t + h)]− f(Y (t), t))
= ∂h
∣∣
h=0
Et[f(Y (t+ h), t + h)]
and
(Dt,νf)(x, t) = lim
h→0
1
h
((Kt,t+hf)(x, t+ h)− f(x, t)) = ∂h
∣∣
h=0
(Kt,t+hf)(x, t+ h).
That is, {Dt,ν} are the generators of the family of operators {Ks,t}. In this case, the results of
the preceding lemma follow immediately from equation (10). The expression (8) for Dt,ν follows
essentially from equation (9):
Dt,νRz = ∂h
∣∣
h=0
RFt,t+h(z) = ∂h
∣∣
h=0
1
Kt(Gt+h(z))− x = ∂h
∣∣
h=0
1
z − hRµ(Gt+h(z))− x
=
Rµ(Gt(z))
(z − x)2 =
∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!rn
〈
I⊗ν⊗(n−1)t , (∂x ⊗ I⊗(n−1))∂n−1Rz
〉
.
For compactly supported {µt}, this conclusion also follows from the functional Itoˆ formula for the
free Le´vy processes obtained in [Ans01a].
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Proposition 13. Let p(·, t) be a martingale polynomial for {µt}. Let g(·, t) be a function such that
∂xg(x, t) = p(x, t). Let ν ∈M0. Then
〈DµsCt(ν), g(·, t+ s)〉 = 〈ν, g(·, s)〉 .
Proof. We will show that
〈µt ⊞ (µs + εν), g(·, t+ s)〉 = 〈µt+s, g(·, t+ s)〉+ ε 〈ν, g(·, s)〉+ o(ε).
Denote νt = µt ⊞ (µs + εν). Apply part (b) of Lemma 11 to p(·, t) = ∂xg(·, t).
0 =
∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!rn
〈
I⊗µ⊗(n−1)t , (∂x ⊗ I⊗(n−1))∂n−1∂xg(·, t)
〉
+ ∂t∂xg(·, t)
=
∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!rn
〈
I⊗µ⊗(n−1)t ,
(
(∂2x ⊗ I⊗(n−1)) + (n− 1)(∂x ⊗ I⊗(n−2)⊗∂x)
)
∂n−1g(·, t)
〉
+ ∂x∂tg(·, t)
= ∂x
( ∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!rn
〈
I⊗µ⊗(n−1)t ,
(
(∂x ⊗ I⊗(n−1)) + (n− 1)(I⊗(n−1)⊗∂x)
)
∂n−1g(·, t)
〉
+ ∂tg(·, t)
)
= ∂x
( ∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!rn
〈
I⊗µ⊗(n−1)t + (n− 1)µ⊗(n−1)t ⊗ I, (∂x ⊗ I⊗(n−1))∂n−1g(·, t)
〉
+ ∂tg(·, t)
)
.
That is,
∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!rn
〈
I⊗µ⊗(n−1)t + (n− 1)µ⊗(n−1)t ⊗ I, (∂x ⊗ I⊗(n−1))∂n−1g(·, t)
〉
+ ∂tg(·, t) = const
as a function of x. Now apply part (a) of Lemma 11, and expand (µt⊞ (µs+ εν))⊗n in powers of ε:
(µt ⊞ (µs + εν))
⊗n = µ⊗nt+s + ε
n∑
i=1
µ
⊗(i−1)
t+s ⊗ (νt − µt+s)⊗ µ⊗(n−i)t+s + o(ε).
We obtain
∂t 〈νt, g(t+ s)〉
=
∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!rn
〈
ν⊗nt , (∂x ⊗ I⊗(n−1))∂n−1g(·, t+ s)
〉
+ 〈νt, ∂tg(·, t+ s)〉
=
∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!rn
〈
µ⊗nt+s, (∂x ⊗ I⊗(n−1))∂n−1g(·, t+ s)
〉
+ 〈µt+s, ∂tg(·, t+ s)〉
+ ε
∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!rn
〈
((νt − µt+s)⊗ µ⊗(n−1)t+s ) + (n− 1)(µ⊗(n−1)t+s ⊗ (νt − µt+s)),
(∂x ⊗ I⊗(n−1))∂n−1g(·, t+ s)
〉
+ ε 〈νt − µt+s, ∂tg(·, t+ s)〉+ o(ε)
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= ∂t 〈µt+s, g(·, t+ s)〉
+ ε(νt − µt+s)
( ∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!rn
〈
(I⊗µ⊗(n−1)t+s ) + (n− 1)(µ⊗(n−1)t+s ⊗ I),
(∂x ⊗ I⊗(n−1))∂n−1g(·, t+ s)
〉
+ ∂tg(·, t+ s)
)
+ o(ε)
= ∂t 〈µt+s, g(·, t+ s)〉+ o(ε),
since 〈νt − µt+s, 1〉 = 0. Also,
〈ν0, g(·, s)〉 = 〈µs + εν, g(·, s)〉 = 〈µs, g(·, s)〉+ ε 〈ν, g(·, s)〉 .
Therefore 〈νt, g(t+ s)〉 = 〈µt+s, g(·, t+ s)〉+ ε 〈ν, g(s)〉+ o(ε).
Corollary 14. Let {Vn(x, t)}∞n=1 be a family of fluctuation polynomials for {µt}, that is, any family
such that for n ≥ 1, ∂xVn(x, t) is a martingale polynomial for {µt} of degree n− 1. Then for each
t ∈ R+, {1} ∪ {Vn(·, t)}∞n=1 is a basis for C[x]. Denote by {V ∗n (t)}∞n=1 the dual basis of M0. Thenfor n ≥ 1, DµsCt(V ∗n (s)) = V ∗n (t+ s).
Proof. The function ∂xVn(x, t) is a martingale polynomial.
〈µt ⊞ (µs + εV ∗n (s)), Vk(·, t+ s)〉 = 〈µt+s, Vk(·, t+ s)〉+ εδnk + o(ε)
= 〈µt+s + εV ∗n (t + s), Vk(·, t+ s)〉+ o(ε).
Since they also take the same value on the scalar 1, we conclude that µt ⊞ (µs + εV ∗n (s)) =
µt+s + εV
∗
n (t+ s) + o(ε).
Remark 15 (Algebraic infinite divisibility). For any µ ∈ M1, we can define a free convolution
semigroup {µt} ⊂ M1 by Rµt = tRµ; the distinguishing characteristic of infinitely divisible
probability measures is that for them all of {µt} are in fact positive measures. But the analysis
of this section, in particular the preceding corollary, applies equally well to such purely algebraic
semigroups.
Corollary 16. Let {µt} be a free convolution semigroup associated to a free Meixner system, and
let α(t), β(t) be the parameters of the corresponding recursion relations. Then the polynomials
Vn(x, t) = Tn(x − α(t), β(t)) are a family of fluctuation polynomials for {µt}. In particular,
DµsCt : L
2
0(R, σ
′
α(s),β(s))
′ → L20(R, σ′α(t+s),β(t+s))′. Here L20(R, τ)′ = {ν ∈ L2(R, τ)′| 〈τ, 1〉 = 0}.
Remark 17 (Classical case). Throughout this remark only, let {µt} be a convolution semigroup
with respect to the usual convolution ∗, and let Ct be the operator of the usual convolution with µt.
Then Ct itself is a linear operator. Let {Pn(x, t)} be a collection of martingale polynomials for the
corresponding classical Le´vy process. Then it is easy to see that for the dual basis to these polyno-
mials themselves, CtP ∗n(s) = P ∗n(s + t). Note that the standard Sheffer system of polynomials has
a generating function exz−logF(z,t), whose derivative is zexz−logF(z,t). Thus in the classical case, a
derivative of a martingale polynomial is again a martingale polynomial. In particular, for a classical
Meixner system, Ct : L20(R, µs)′ → L20(R, µt+s)′.
In fact, in the classical case, such a statement holds for any convolution operator Cµ. We want
to show that for Borel probability measures µ, σ, if ν ∈ L2(R, σ)′, then ν ∗ µ ∈ L2(R, σ ∗ µ)′. By
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definition, ν ∈ L2(R, σ)′ iff ∀f ∈ L2(R, σ), 〈ν, f〉 < ∞. Therefore, it suffices to show that for
f ∈ L2(R, σ ∗ µ), 〈ν ∗ µ, f〉 <∞. But
〈µ ∗ ν, f〉 = 〈ν, f ∗ µˇ〉 ,
where dµˇ(x) = dµ(−x). So it suffices to show that f ∗ µˇ ∈ L2(R, σ), in other words, that the
operator of convolution with µˇ maps L2(R, σ ∗ µ) into L2(R, σ).
For f ∈ L1(R, σ ∗ µ),∫
|(f ∗ µˇ)(x)| dσ(x) =
∫ ∣∣∣∣
∫
f(x)dµ(x− y)
∣∣∣∣ dν(y)
≤
∫∫
|f(x)| dµ(x− y)dν(y) =
∫
|f(x)| d(µ ∗ σ)(x) <∞.
For f ∈ L∞(R, σ ∗ µ),
esssup |f ∗ µˇ| ≤ esssup |f | <∞.
The result follows by Riesz interpolation.
4.1. Cauchy transforms. Let {Pn(x, t)} be the standard Sheffer system for {µt}. Then
Ks,t(Pn(·, t)) = Pn(·, s).
Therefore the adjoint operator K∗s,t on M is defined and determined by〈K∗s,t(P ∗n(s)), Pk(·, t)〉 = 〈P ∗n(s),Ks,t(Pk(·, t))〉 = 〈P ∗n(s), Pk(·, s)〉 = δnk.
That is, K∗s,t(P ∗n(s)) = P ∗n(t).
Lemma 18. For ν ∈ M, GK∗s,tν(z) = Gν(Fs,t(z)). In particular, if {Pn(x, t)} is a family of mar-
tingale polynomials for {µt} and {P ∗n(t)} is the dual basis ofM, then GP ∗n(t)(z) = GP ∗n(s)(Fs,t(z)).
Proof. We only need to prove the first statement.
GK∗s,tν(z) =
〈K∗s,tν,Rz〉 = 〈ν,RFs,t(z)〉 = Gν(Fs,t(z)).
Example 1. For a free Meixner system {Pn(x, t)}, we can find GP ∗n(t) explicitly. If H(x, t, z) is
the generating function of the polynomials {Pn(x, t)},
1
Gt(z)(z − x) = H(x, t, u
−1(Gt(z))) =
∞∑
n=0
(u−1(Gt(z)))
nPn(x, t).
Thus
(u−1(Gt(z)))
n =
〈
P ∗n(t), H(·, t, u−1(Gt(z)))
〉
=
1
Gt(z)
GP ∗n(t)(z),
so
GP ∗n(t)(z) = Gt(z)(u
−1(Gt(z)))
n.
For the modified Chebyshev polynomials of Remark 6, we obtain by the same method
GQ∗n(t)(z) = u(Gt(z))Gt(z)
n.(11)
Lemma 19. Let ν ∈M0.
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a. Let µ, τ ∈M1. Then
Gµ⊞(τ+εν)(z) = Gµ⊞ν(z) + εGν(Fτ,µ⊞τ (z))F
′
τ,µ⊞τ (z) + o(ε),
where Fτ,µ⊞τ = Kτ ◦Gµ⊞τ . That is, GDτCµ(ν)(z) = Gν(Fτ,µ⊞τ (z))F ′τ,µ⊞τ (z). In particular, the
operator DτCµ on M0 is well defined.
b. Let {µt} be a free convolution semigroup. Then
Gµt⊞(µs+εν)(z) = Gs+t(z) + εGν(Fs,s+t(z))F
′
s,s+t(z) + o(ε).
c. Let {Vn(x, t)} be a family of fluctuation polynomials for {µt}. Then
GV ∗n (s)(Fs,t(z))F
′
s,t(z) = GV ∗n (t)(z).
Proof. Clearly only the first part needs to be proven. The method of proof is similar to that of
[Ans99, Discussion 3.5]. Denote by I the operator of functional inversion on P0,1. Then for
u ∈ P0,1 and v a formal power series with v(0) = v′(0) = 0, the derivative of I at u in the direction
v is DuI(v) = −(u−1)′v(u−1). Therefore
Gτ+εν(z) = Gτ (z) + εGν(z),
Kτ+εν(z) = Kτ (z)− εK ′τ (z)Gν(Kτ (z)) + o(ε),
Kµ⊞(τ+εν)(z) = Rµ +Kτ (z)− εK ′τ (z)Gν(Kτ (z)) + o(ε)
= Kµ⊞τ (z)− εK ′τ (z)Gν(Kτ (z)) + o(ε),
Gµ⊞(τ+εν)(z) = Gµ⊞τ (z) + εG
′
µ⊞τ (z)K
′
τ (Gµ⊞τ (z))Gν(Kτ (Gµ⊞τ (z))) + o(ε)
= Gµ⊞τ (z) + εGν(Fτ,µ⊞τ (z))F
′
τ,µ⊞τ (z) + o(ε).
In order to prove that the operator DτCµ on M0 is well defined, it suffices to show that for
ν ∈ M0, limε→0 1εmn(Cµ(τ + εν) − Cµ(τ)) exists for all n, since we are considering M0 with
the weak∗ topology. But we have just shown that the formal generating function of these moments
converges to Gν(Fτ,µ⊞τ (z))F ′τ,µ⊞τ (z).
Example 2. If {µt} is a free Meixner system and Vn(x, t) = Tn(x − α(t), β(t)), we can again
calculate GV ∗n (t) explicitly. Indeed,
n
2
Un = ∂xTn, so
〈∂xU∗n(t), Tk(·, t)〉 = −〈U∗n(t), ∂xTk(·, t)〉 = −
n
2
δnk,
and therefore ∂xU∗n(t) = −n2T ∗n(t). Then
GT ∗n(t)(z) = −
2
n
G∂xU∗n(t)(z) = −
2
n
〈∂xU∗n(t),Rz〉 =
2
n
〈U∗n(t), ∂xRz〉
= −2
n
〈U∗n(t), ∂zRz〉 = −
2
n
∂zGU∗n(t)(z).
Therefore by equation (11),
GV ∗n (t)(z) = −
2
n
∂z
(
u(Gt(z))G
n
t (z)
)
.
In particular, for the semicircular semigroup u(z) = z, and we recover the results of [Ans99].
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5. FREE FINITE OPERATOR CALCULUS
The following results are either contained in or easily deduced from [RKO73] (reprinted in
[Rot75]). All the operators involved are linear.
Proposition 20. Let {Pn}∞n=0 be a sequence of polynomials such that Pn is a monic polynomial of
degree n and Pn(0) = 0 for n ≥ 0. Let H(x, z) =
∑∞
n=0
1
n!
Pn(x)z
n be their exponential generating
function. Let A be the corresponding lowering operator on C[x], determined by APn = nPn−1. Let
W be the corresponding umbral operator on C[x], determined by Wxn = Pn. The following
conditions are equivalent.
a. Let ∆ : C[x] → C[x]⊗ C[x] = C[x, y] be the usual co-multiplication ∆(f)(x, y) = f(x+ y).
Then
∆W = (W ⊗W )∆.
b. For n ≥ 0,
Pn(x+ y) =
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
Pk(x)Pn−k(y).
c. H(x+ y, z) = H(x, z)H(y, z).
d. H(x, z) = eu(z)x, for some formal power series u ∈ P0,1.
e. ∂xH(x, z) = u(z)H(x, z).
f. A = u−1(∂x), with the same u.
g. A commutes with ∂x.
h. A is translation invariant.
If these conditions are satisfied, the sequence {Pn} is called a binomial sequence.
The authors also define a Sheffer sequence to be a family of polynomials {Sn(x)} such that
Sn(x + y) =
∑n
k=0
(
n
k
)
Sk(x)Pn−k(y) for some binomial sequence {Pn}, and a cross-sequence to
be a family of polynomials {Pn(x, t)} such that Pn(x + y, s + t) =
∑n
k=0
(
n
k
)
Pk(x, s)Pn−k(y, t).
They show that a large number of identities involving the classical orthogonal polynomials, and
therefore a large number of combinatorial identities, are consequences of general identities for
binomial sequences and cross-sequences. These results belong to the domain of umbral calculus;
see [DBL95] for a comprehensive review. The Sheffer sequences have been extensively studied by
other methods as well.
It is easy to see that cross-sequences are precisely the classical Sheffer systems in the algebraic
context, that is, systems of polynomials corresponding not just to classical convolution semigroups
of probability measures but more generally to convolution semigroups of functionals in M1; cf.
Remark 15.
The results in the preceding proposition hold in much greater generality. All of the results in
the following proposition are known, see various references in [DBL95]. Again, all the operators
involved are linear.
Proposition 21. Let β be the sequence of positive real numbers, β = {[0]β, [1]β, [2]β, . . . }, with
[0]β = 0, [1]β = 1. Denote [n]β! =
∏n
i=1[i]β , with [0]β! = 1.
Define a linear operator Dβ on C[x] by Dβ(xn) = [n]βxn−1. Define the formal power series
expβ(z) =
∑∞
n=0
1
[n]β !
zn. For a ∈ R, define the operator Eaβ = expβ(aDβ). Let ∆β be the map
C[x]→ C[x]⊗ C[x] determined by ∆β(f)(x, a) = Eaβ(f)(x). Then ∆β is co-associative.
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Let {Pn}∞n=0 be a sequence of polynomials such that Pn is a monic polynomial of degree n
and Pn(0) = 0 for n ≥ 1. Let H(x, z) =
∑∞
n=0
1
[n]β!
Pn(x)z
n be their generating function. Let
A be the corresponding lowering operator on C[x], determined by APn = [n]βPn−1, with the
usual convention P−1 = 0. Let W be the corresponding umbral operator on C[x], determined by
Wxn = Pn. The following conditions are equivalent.
a. ∆βW = (W ⊗W )∆β.
b. For n ≥ 0,
∆β(Pn)(x, y) =
n∑
k=0
[n]β!
[k]β ![n− k]β!Pk(x)Pn−k(y).
c. ∆β(H) = H ⊗H .
d. H(x, z) = expβ(u(z)x), for some formal power series u ∈ P0,1.
e. DβH(x, z) = u(z)H(x, z).
f. A = u−1(Dβ), for the same u.
g. A commutes with Dβ.
h. A commutes with Eaβ for all a.
i. (A⊗ I)∆β = ∆βA.
Proof. ∆β is co-associative, i.e. (∆β ⊗ I)∆β = (I ⊗ ∆β)∆β, since both sides of this equation
applied to xn give ∑
k,l,m≥0
k+l+m=n
[n]β !
[k]β ![l]β![m]β !
xk ⊗ xl ⊗ xm.
(a) ⇔ (b) ∆β(xn) =
∑n
k=0
[n]β !
[k]β ![n−k]β!x
kyn−k. Thus ∆βWxn = ∆βPn, while
(W ⊗W )∆βxn = (W ⊗W )
n∑
k=0
[n]β !
[k]β![n− k]β !x
kyn−k =
n∑
k=0
[n]β !
[k]β![n− k]β!Pk(x)Pn−k(y).
(b) ⇔ (c) Obvious.
(d) ⇔ (e) One direction is obvious. For the other, suppose H(x, z) = ∑∞n=0 1[n]β!Fn(z)xn, for
some formal power series {Fn}. Then
DβH(x, z) =
∞∑
n=1
1
[n− 1]β!Fn(z)x
n−1 =
∞∑
n=0
1
[n]β !
Fn+1(z)x
n.
This equals u(z)H(x, z) if Fn(z) = u(z)n and H(x, z) = expβ(u(z)x).
(d) ⇒ (f). The operator A is determined by the equation (AH)(x, z) = zH(x, z). Let H(x, z) =
expβ(u(z)x), with u−1(z) =
∑∞
k=1 bkz
k
. Then
u−1(Dβ)H(x, z) = u
−1(D)
∞∑
n=0
1
[n]β!
u(z)nxn =
∞∑
n=0
1
[n]β!
u(z)n
∞∑
k=1
bk
[n]β!
[n− k]β!x
n−k
=
∞∑
m=0
∞∑
k=1
1
[m]β !
bku(z)
m+kxm =
∞∑
m=0
u−1(u(z))
1
[m]β !
u(z)mxm
= zH(x, z),
so A = u−1(Dβ).
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(f) ⇒ (e) Suppose A = u−1(Dβ), and so Dβ = u(A). Let u(z) =
∑∞
k=1 akz
k
. Then
DβH(x, z) = u(A)H(x, z) = u(A)
∞∑
n=0
1
[n]β!
Pn(x)z
n
=
∞∑
n=0
zn
n∑
k=1
ak
1
[n− k]β !Pn−k(x) =
∞∑
m=0
∞∑
k=1
1
[m]β !
zm+kakPm(x)
= u(z)H(x, z).
(f) ⇒ (g). Obvious.
(g) ⇒ (e). Suppose A commutes with Dβ. Then
(ADβH)(x, z) = Dβ(zH(x, z)) = z(DβH)(x, z).
If (DβH)(x, z) =
∑∞
n=1
∑n−1
k=0
1
[k]β!
an,kPk(x)z
n
,
(ADβH)(x, z) =
∞∑
n=2
n−1∑
k=1
1
[k − 1]β!an,kPk−1(x)z
n = z
∞∑
n=1
n−1∑
k=0
1
[k]β !
an+1,k+1Pk(x)z
n.
This is equal to z(DβH)(x, z) iff an,k = an+1,k+1 for n ≥ 1, k ≥ 0. But in that case, denoting
an−k = an,k,
(DβH)(x, z) =
∞∑
n=1
n−1∑
k=0
1
[k]β!
an−kPk(x)z
n =
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
m=1
1
[k]β !
amPk(x)z
m+k = u(z)H(x, z),
with u(z) =
∑∞
m=1 amz
m
. Since Pn is a monic polynomial, a1 = 1.
(g) ⇔ (h). This follows from the definition of Eaβ and the relation (Dβf) = lima→0
Ea
β
(f)−f
a
.
(h) ⇔ (i) Obvious.
(c) ⇒ (i) (A⊗ I)∆βH = (A⊗ I)(H ⊗H) = zH ⊗H = z∆βH = ∆βAH .
(d) ⇒ (c)
∆βH = ∆β
( ∞∑
n=0
1
[n]β !
u(z)nxn
)
=
∞∑
n=0
n∑
k=0
1
[k]β ![n− k]β!u(z)
nxkyn−k = H(x, z)H(y, z).
Most of the results from [RKO73] have analogs in the context of Proposition 21. We list two ex-
amples. The proofs follow from that proposition and the relation AW = WDβ between a lowering
operator and the corresponding umbral operator.
Lemma 22. Call a lowering operator and an umbral operator operators appearing in these roles
for some family of polynomials {Pn} in the context of Proposition 21.
a. The umbral operators form a group, anti-isomorphic to the group (P0,1, ◦). More specifically,
for two umbral operators W1, W2 and the corresponding lowering operators v1(Dβ), v2(Dβ),
the operatorW2W1 is the umbral operator corresponding to the lowering operator v1(v2(Dβ)).
b. For a family of polynomials with the generating function expβ(u(z)x) with u ∈ P0,1,
f(u(x)) =
∞∑
n=0
1
[n]β !
xn(Pn(Dβ)(f))(0).
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The free probability case corresponds to the sequence β with [n]β = 1 for n ≥ 1. This case has
already been singled out, for example, in [JR79, Part XII]. Namely, the classical case [n]β = n is
distinguished by the fact that ∆β is a homomorphism, and so C[x] with the usual multiplication
and co-multiplication ∆β is a bialgebra. The free probability case [n]β = 1 is distinguished by
the fact that ∂β , where ∂β(f)(x, y) = ∆β(f)(x,y)−f(y)x , is a derivation, and so C[x] with the usual
multiplication and co-multiplication ∂β is an example of an infinitesimal coalgebra of [JR79] or of
a generalized difference quotient ring of [Voi00a]. Note that the classical case is also the only one
when Dβ is a derivation.
In the free case, in addition to the Proposition 21 being valid, we also have different analogs of the
first three statements of Proposition 20. Namely, in this case C[x], in addition to being a coalgebra
with co-multiplication ∆β , also has the structure of a dual group in the sense of [Voi87] with an
operation ∆∗. In the following proposition, for a pair of algebras A1,A2, by A1 ∗ A2 we mean
the algebraic reduced free product of algebras (amalgamated over the identity element). Clearly the
free product C[x]∗C[x] is isomorphic to C〈x, y〉, the algebra of polynomials in two non-commuting
variables. For two unital operators W1 on A1, W2 on A2, their free product operator is the unital
operator on A1 ∗ A2 determined by (W1 ∗ W2)(a1a2 · · · an) = (Wi(1)a1)(Wi(2)a2) · · · (Wi(n)an),
where aj ∈ Ai(j)\C and for all j, i(j) 6= i(j + 1).
Proposition 23. Let β be a sequence with [n]β = 1 for n ≥ 1. Consider the corresponding objects
from Proposition 21. More specifically, in this case
Dβf =
f(x)− f(0)
x
= (∂f)(x, 0), expβ(z) =
1
1− z ,
Eaβ(f)(x) =
xf(x)− af(a)
x− a = x(∂f)(x, a) + f(a),
∆β(f)(x, y) =
xf(x)− yf(y)
x− y = x(∂f)(x, y) + f(y),
H(x, z) =
∞∑
n=0
Pn(x)z
n, APn = Pn−1.
Then the following conditions are equivalent to the conditions of Proposition 21 for this β.
a. Let ∆∗ : C[x]→ C[x] ∗ C[x] = C〈x, y〉 be the homomorphism ∆∗(f)(x, y) = f(x+ y). Then
∆∗W = (W ∗W )∆∗.(12)
b. For n ≥ 1,
(13) Pn(x+ y) =
n∑
k=1
∑
i(1),i(2),... ,i(k)≥1
i(1)+i(2)+...+i(k)=n
(Pi(1)(x)Pi(2)(y)Pi(3)(x)Pi(4)(y) · · ·
+ Pi(1)(y)Pi(2)(x)Pi(3)(y)Pi(4)(x) · · · ).
c. The generating function H satisfies the equation
H(x+ y, z) =
H(x, z)H(y, z)
H(x, z) +H(y, z)−H(x, z)H(y, z) .
d. H(x, z) = 1
1−u(z)x for some formal power series u ∈ P0,1.
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Proof. (a) ⇔ (b). Obvious.
(b) ⇔ (c). Equation (13) is equivalent to
H(x+ y, z) = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
n∑
k=1
∑
i(1),i(2),... ,i(k)≥1
i(1)+i(2)+...+i(k)=n
(
Pi(1)(x)z
i(1)Pi(2)(y)z
i(2)Pi(3)(x)z
i(3)Pi(4)(y)z
i(4) · · ·
+ Pi(1)(y)z
i(1)Pi(2)(x)z
i(2)Pi(3)(y)z
i(3)Pi(4)(x)z
i(4) · · ·
)
= 1 +
∞∑
k=1
(
(H(x, z)− 1)(H(y, z)− 1)(H(x, z)− 1) · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
k terms
+ (H(y, z)− 1)(H(x, z)− 1)(H(y, z)− 1) · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
k terms
)
= H(x, z)
1
1− (H(y, z)− 1)(H(x, z)− 1)H(y, z)
=
H(x, z)H(y, z)
H(x, z) +H(y, z)−H(x, z)H(y, z) .
(c) ⇔ (d). This follows from the fact that the equation
1
H(x+ y)
=
1
H(x)
+
1
H(y)
− 1
has a unique formal power series solution 1
H(x)
= 1− ax, for a ∈ C. Therefore H(x, z) = 1
1−u(z)x .
Since H(x, 0) = 1 and Pn is a monic polynomial of degree exactly n, we conclude that u(0) = 0,
u′(0) = 1.
Note that the generating functions of the (algebraic) free Sheffer systems are precisely those
satisfying
H(x+ y, s+ t, z) =
H(x, s, z)H(y, t, z)
H(x, s, z) +H(y, t, z)−H(x, s, z)H(y, t, z) .
Indeed, by the same argument as before, the solutions of this equation are precisely of the form
1
H(x,t)
= 1 + ax + bt, for a, b ∈ C. Therefore H(x, t, z) = 1
1+tf(z)−u(z)x . Since Pn is a monic
polynomial of degree exactly n, u(0) = 0, u′(0) = 1, f(0) = 0. Therefore we can define Rµ by
Rµ(z) =
1
z
f(u−1(z)), so that
H(x, t, z) =
1
u(z)(Kt(u(z))− x) =
1
1− u(z)(x− tRµ(u(z))) .
Note that µ ∈ M1, it need not be a positive measure. We leave to the reader the analogs of
equations (12) and (13) for the free Sheffer systems. Cf. [Leh00], where such expansions were
considered in the more general operator-valued case.
Example 3 (Free Meixner systems). Time-zero polynomials of a free Sheffer system satisfy the
conditions of Proposition 23. For the free Meixner systems, these are the following.
Hermite (Chebyshev): Pn(x) = xn.
Charlier: P0(x) = 1, Pn(x) = x(x− 1)n−1 for n ≥ 1.
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Meixner / Laguerre / Meixner-Pollaczek: P0(x) = 1, Pn(x) = xUn−1(x − 2a) for n ≥ 1.
Indeed, for the modified Chebyshev polynomials, the time-zero polynomials are Qn(x) =
Un(x − 2a). Thus from equations (4), the time-zero polynomials of the free Meixner system
with parameter a are Pn(x) = Un(x−2a)+2aUn−1(x−2a)+Un−2(x−2a) = xUn−1(x−2a).
The sequence Pn(x) = xn is a binomial sequence for any β. However, already for the zero-time
polynomials of the “β-Charlier systems”, this is in general not the case.
Lemma 24. The sequence Pn(x) =
∏n−1
k=0(x − [k]β) is a β-binomial sequence in only two cases:
[n]β = n, or [n]β = 1 for n ≥ 1.
Proof. If the sequence Pn(x) =
∏n−1
k=0(x− [k]β) is a β-binomial sequence, then the corresponding
lowering operator, determined by APn = [n]βPn−1, commutes with Dβ. Evaluating the identity
ADβ = DβA on x
n and comparing coefficients, we obtain a system of equations in {[j]β} that is
linear in [n]β. So by induction, the sequence {[n]β} is determined by [2]β. From this analysis for
x3, we conclude that [3]β = 12([2]β + [2]
2
β), and from this analysis for x4 we conclude that [2]β is a
root of the equation (x − 1)2(x − 2)(x+ 1). Since [2]β ≥ 0, it is equal to either 2 or 1. In the first
case, [n]β = n, which corresponds to the classical situation. In the second case, [n]β = 1 for n ≥ 1,
which corresponds to the free situation.
Moreover, already for q-Hermite polynomials, their generating function is not of the form ap-
pearing in Proposition 21. In particular, it is not clear if the families of Remark 7 can be interpreted
as Sheffer systems, or even if their time-zero polynomials can be interpreted as binomial systems.
On the other hand, some positive evidence for the Sheffer interpretation is provided by the fact
[BKS97] that the q-Hermite polynomials are martingale polynomials for the q-Brownian motion
with respect to its standard filtration. Also, we have recently learned from Professor Ismail about
a different deformation of the umbral calculus, which may be appropriate for these families. This
direction will be pursued in a future paper.
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